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Abstract 

The chemisorption of CO on metal surfaces is widely accepted as a model for understanding chemical bonding between 
molecules and solid surfaces, but is nevertheless still a controversial subject. Ab initio total energy calculations using density 
functional theory with gradient corrections for CO chemisorption on an extended Pd{110} slab yield good agreement with 
experimental adsorption energies. Examination of the spatial distribution of individual Bloch states demonstrates that the 
conventional model for CO chemisorption involving charge donation from CO 5(r states to metal states and back-donation 
from metal states into CO 21r states is too simplistic, but the computational results provide direct insight into the chemical 
bonding within the framework of orbital mixing (or hybridisation). The results provide a sound basis for understanding the 
bonding between molecules and metal surfaces. 

How a molecule bonds to an extended metal 
surface is a fundamental issue. Chemical bonding in 
individual molecules and in extended systems such 
as metals are well understood and documented. 
However, many aspects of bonding between a 
molecule and an extended metal surface remain un- 
clear. The chemisorption of CO has been extensively 
used, both experimentally and theoretically, as a 
prototype for such studies (see, for example, Ref. 
[1]). CO is itself, of course, an important molecule in 
many catalytic reactions on metal surfaces. Despite 
this, it is still a subject of controversy [2-16]. Using 
the Hiickel molecular orbital approach, Blyholder [2] 
proposed that a or-bond is formed between the CO 
carbon atom and a metal atom, and that further 
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bonding is provided by the partial filling of the CO 
"rr-molecular orbital. This model has become widely 
accepted, in the form of a synergism between 5or 
donation and 2~r backdonation. Hoffmann and co- 
workers [13-15] carried out extended Htickel calcu- 
lations on CO chemisorption on several metal sur- 
faces and concluded [15] that the Blyholder model is 
followed in general; but that its major deficiency is 
the neglect of the 4(r orbital. We note that the 
authors themselves emphasized the severe limitations 
of these calculations, and the Blyholder model has 
been questioned by others [5-8,16]. 

In order to further understand CO chemisorption, 
we chose CO chemisorption on Pd{ll0} and per- 
formed ab initio total energy calculations on the 
system using density functional theory with gradient 
corrections. A type of Car-Parrinello [17] approach, 
the conjugate gradients minimisation scheme [18], 
was used to directly locate electron ground states 
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[19]. The basis set is composed of plane waves. CO 
on Pd{ll0} was modelled using a supercell with 
three Pd layers and CO molecules placed on one of 
the two surfaces, at monolayer coverage. We calcu- 
lated CO on all high symmetry sites of Pd{110} and 
C-O  and C-Pd bond distances were optimised ac- 
cording to forces calculated by the Hellmann-Feyn- 
man theorem and total energies. As a sensitive test of 
the accuracy of this calculation, we reported [20] that 
the adsorption heat obtained was within 0.15 eV of 
experiment [21,22]. Details of the calculations are 
published elsewhere [20,23]. Here we deal specifi- 
cally with the electronic structure relevant to chemi- 
cal bond formation at the surface. The geometry of 
CO chemisorbed on Pd{ll0} is schematically shown 
in Fig. 1. 

It is well known that eigenstates characterise the 
main feature of a quantum system. In a molecule, the 
molecular orbitals are the eigenstates of the system 
and this is the reason that molecular orbitals, such as 
the 3tr, 4tr, 1-tr, 5tr and 2xr of CO, are essential to 
describe the bonding and chemistry of the molecule. 
In our CO/Pd{110} calculations, total charge densi- 
ties are obtained as 

p.~.,(r) = E E p ,  .. . .  , , ( r )  
ib~ a kj 

= E EI%.oo. k,(r) 12, (I) 
i ~  I/j 

where iba.d is a band number; kj is a k-point; 
the first and second summations run over all occu- 
pied bands and sampled k-points, respectively; and 
~iband, kj(r) is a well-defined Bloch state which is an 
eigenstate of the extended periodic system. By anal- 
ogy with the procedure of using molecular orbital 
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of geometry of CO chemisorption on 
short bridge sites o f  Pd{110}. 

charge density contour plots to understand chemical 
bonding in molecules, we examined the charge den- 
sities of all sampled Bloch states, Pib,.d. kj' for C O /  
Pd{110}, but only show the charge densittes of some 
Bloch states at the F point for CO chemisorption on 
the symmetric short bridge site. Following this pro- 
cedure, we find that the valence band structure of 
CO/Pd{110} can be divided into three sections 2 

(i) The first section is from the first band (the 
lowest energy level) to the tenth band; these are CO 
molecular-orbital-derived levels. The 3tr-derived lev- 
els from CO/Pd{110} are very similar to 3tr-derived 
levels calculated for a CO monolayer raft without 
a metal substrate, shown in Fig. 2. On the other 
hand, the 4cr-, 1~- and 5it-derived levels from 
CO/Pd{ll0} also displayed in Fig. 2 very clearly 
contain the character of specific metal orbitals. The 
signature of these metal states lies in the shapes of 
the electron density contour lines. The comparison 
with the CO raft charge densities provides a clear 
picture of the influence of metal orbital mixing. We 
assign the states shown in Figs. 2c, 2e and 2g to 
bonding states between molecule and surface since 
there is obviously a charge accumulation between 
the C end of CO and Pd atoms in the top layer in 
each state. 

(ii) The second valence band section lies between 
the eleventh band and EF; these are metal-derived 
bands. Interestingly, 4tr, 1~ and 5or character can 
clearly be observed in this section as well, as shown 
in Figs. 3a, 3b and 3c, respectively. Crucially, these 
imply a mixing of 4tr, l'rr, and 5cr molecular or- 
bitals of CO with metal bands. Strong 2 ,'tr character 
can also be seen, displayed in Fig. 3d, which is 
assigned to a metal-2xr bonding state between 
molecule and surface for the same reason stated in 
the last paragraph. 

(iii) The last valence band section lies above E v. 
There is strong 5cr and 2"rr character in this section, 
as shown in Figs. 3e and 3f, respectively. We assign 
these two states to metal-5tr and metal-2ar antibond- 

2 In our calculations there are two molecules in a unit cell. 
Thus, ten molecule-derived levels are expected to be seen in the 
valence band structure. The fortieth band is the highest occupied 
band at zero temperature. 
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ing states, respectively, due to nodal planes between 
molecule and surface. 

The above results clearly demonstrate that the 
notion of charge donation from CO 5tr states to 
metal states and backdonation from metal states into 
CO 2'rr states is oversimplistic. Moreover, the above 
results broadly provide concrete support for the 
Hoffmann model, but they do not all sit comfortably 
with it. The influence of mixing with metal d states 
on the CO 5"rr and 2xr orbitals is clearly demon- 
strated in Fig. 2g and Fig. 3d. However, the l'tr-de- 
rived CO/Pd  orbital contains metal character; and 

the metal-derived bands contain strong 5or and some 
4or and l~r character. These findings can, neverthe- 
less, be rationalised within the orbital mixing model 
schematically shown in the form of a correlation 
diagram in Fig. 4. Valence bands of a clean metal 
surface are represented on the left hand side; discrete 
levels for gaseous CO are shown on the right hand 
side; and CO chemisorption on the metal surface is 
displayed in the centre. We divide the molecular 
orbitals of CO into three groups. The first group, 
containing only the 3tr orbital, hardly interacts with 
the metal bands due to low lying energy level, and is 
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Fig. 2. A charge density comparison of  3or-, 4¢- ,  l~r- and 5cr-derived orbitals between CO/PdtllOJ and (20 monolayer wimout metal. (a), 
(c), (e) and (g) are 2D contours of  charge densities of 3~-, 4¢- ,  llr- and 5~-derived orbitals respectively, cut through the C - O  and C-Pd 
bond axies, which correspond to Pi~.~a t, from CO/Pd{I i0}  at k / = F ,  ib,nd = 2 ( - -23 .86  eV), 4 ( - -9 .23  eV). 10 ( - 5 . 4 1  eV) and 7 
( -  6.99 eV), respectively, where Ee is (le~ined as zero. O, C and top layer Pd atom positions are labelled. (b), (d), (f) and (h) are the same 
but from CO monolayer without metal, which correspond to P~b.~. tj at k / =  r,/band = 2,4,8 and 10, respectively. 
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essentially not involved in chemisorption. The sec- 
ond group containing the 4Gr and l'rr orbitals is 
mixed with the metal bands, particularly the d bands, 
but all the levels so formed lie below E F and the net 
contribution to the chemisorption energy is very 
small. The third group containing the 5tr and 2"tr 
orbitals is, however, sufficiently strongly mixed to 

produce unfilled antibonding states above E F which 
therefore provide significant net bonding to the sur- 

face. Consequently, 4tr-, l'rr- and 5or-derived levels 
contain metal orbital character; and metal-derived 
levels themselves contain strong 5Gr, 2'a" and some 
4tr, l~r character. The main metal-5or and metal-2,rr 
antibonding states are located above E F. 

The model specifically includes the band structure 
of  the metal surface. We do not specifically distin- 
guish between the interaction of  the CO 5tr orbital 
with metal d orbitals and CO 5tr with metal s or p 

a 

0 

l 
Fig. 3. Illustration of 4or, l~r, 5~ and 21r character in metal-derived bands and metal-5~ and metal-2~r antibonding states. (a), (b), (c) and 
(d) ave the same cuts as Fig. 2a but from Pib,~. k~ at kj ffi F, lb, ~ = II (-4.72 eV), 12 (-4.30 eV), 16 (-3.97 eV) and 34 (-0.85 eV) 
respectively, showing 4or, l~r, 5or and 2~ character in the metal-derived bands, respectively. The absolute intensities in (b) are similar to 
the absolute intensities near C and O atom positions in (a), but the absolute intensities in other regions such as the second layer of Pd me 
much higher. Similar features in (c) and (d) can he found at ik~  = 13 (-4.19 eV), 18 ( -  3.30 eV), 29 ( - 1.56 eV), 30 ( -  1.21 eV) and 17 
( -  3.86 eV), 20 ( -3 .11 eV), 24 ( -2 .47  eV), 32 ( -  1.17 eV), 36 ( -0 .52  eV), respectively. (e) and (f) are the same cuts but from P~b,.., kj 
at kj ffi F, i b~  ffi 42 (1.29 eV) and 50 (3.71 eV), respectively, which are above the Fermi level, showing meUfl-5¢ and metal-21r 
antibonding states, respectively. 
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EF 

correlation diagram In summary, we have displayed individual Bloch 
states for CO chemisorption on an extended metal 
surface in real space. Examination of the spatial 
symmetry characteristics of the charge distribution in 
these states provides a ready means of identification 
and assignment of bonding and antibonding charac- 
ter, which demonstrates that the Blyholder model is 
oversimplistic. We have divided the band structure 
of CO/Pd{1 I0} into three sections and CO molecu- 
lar orbitals into three groups. Their individual roles 
in CO chemisorption are explicitly discussed. The 
description of CO chemisorption which emerges pro- 
vides a sound basis for fully characterising bonding 
between molecules and metal surfaces. 

3o 
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Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of the orbital mixing model. Acknowledgement 

orbitals, although we expect the latter to make a 
relatively small bonding contribution. Obviously, the 
metal energy levels, shown in Fig. 4, play a decisive 
role in CO chemisorption. One of the reasons for 
weak CO chemisorption on Cu surfaces may be that 
all d bands are below E F (the highest d band is about 
1.5 eV below EF). Consequently, on Cu all metal 
d-5cr antibonding states will be below E F, reducing 
the net contribution from 5cr to metal-CO bonding. 
Furthermore, the reduction of the interaction between 
metal valence bands and the CO 2~r orbitals is 
partially due to the shift of CO to the atop position 
of Cu, where it minimises the repulsive interaction 
between the 5or and Cu 3d orbitals. From experi- 
ments it is well known that CO adsorption tends to 
be dissociative on the left hand side of the first-row 
transition metals; but non-dissociative on the right 
hand side [13,24]. As the transition metal substrate is 
switched from Cu at the right to, say, Fe towards the 
left hand side of the periodic table, the d band energy 
levels shift upwards. This results in an increased 
overlap of metal d states with the CO 21r orbital, 
leading, in particular, to an increase in population of 
Bloch states containing the CO 2"rr feature, such as 
that shown in Fig. 3d, which have C-O antibonding 
character. This leads to a weakening of the CO bond, 
and weakening of this bond can lead to CO dissocia- 
tion. Similar arguments have been used by Hoffmann 
and co-workers [13]. 

Parts of these calculations were performed at the 
parallel processor machine at Daresbury, UK. We 
acknowledge EPSRC for an equipment grant and a 
Postdoctoral Research Fellowship to PH and for 
supporting the work of M-HL and MCP. 
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